The winning team at RingStor provides a comprehensive approach to disaster recovery whether you
experience a minor outage or a significant interruption. External factors or internal errors can happen
anytime but being prepared is the best way to avoid these incidents.
Numerous outlines are available on how to develop a continuity plan but bottom line, but you have to build
it. Many companies offer backup and recovery software - personal, local and remote but you have to find
your remote storage provider or buy expensive hardware to do it yourself. Others offer various levels of
virtualization but this can be very expensive and for the small to medium sized business financially out
of reach.

SO HOW DO YOU GET THE PROTECTION YOU NEED?
RingStor has assembled the three key
components that any business needs
to ensure a disaster does not seriously
damage your business or even worse
put you out of business. We call it the
RingStor Trifecta - BCP, Vault and
DRaaS....

THE WINNING COMBINATION.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING is
the ability to be prepared. By being organized
you will save time and money in any recovery
effort. The RingStor continuity planning tool
is an online solution that provides the basics for organizing contacts, facilities, and digital assets. Our
solution prioritizes the recovery process by importance in your operation - even testing based on the
various scenarios you might encounter.

PATENTED SOFTWARE DEFINED STORAGE - application that provides a complete backup and
recovery solution for all of your digital assets. Whether you need a personal, local or remote backup for Windows,
Linux or Mac the RingStor Vault has your backup covered.

RingStor DRaaS - so you have planned for outages
and you have backed up all of your digital assets - but
how quickly can you recover and resume operations.
The RingStor DRaaS offers real time recovery by
maintaining critical components of your network in a
virtual mode within the RingStor Vault. Based on the
prioritizing of your processes as defined in the BCP
our Professional Services group will have you back in
operation in no time.

The RingStor Trifecta - no time like now to plan with RingStor.
WHAT WE OFFER:
1) On site backup utilizing your infrastructure
or we can provide an array of storage
devices to meet your requirements.
2) Create your own cloud backup either onsite or to your own remote facility.
3) Remote backup to our secure data center using our state of the art storage for fast and easy access
the ultimate protection from disaster.
The RingStor patented solution accommodates a wide range of different platforms and enables local and offsite
backup and recovery, plus private cloud provisioning and public cloud integration, with fully personalized service
and support.
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